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Border Gateway Protocol:
The Roadmap to the Internet
Not unlike DNS, laymen tend to take BGP for granted (or have no idea that it exists),
assuming that administrators can “set and forget” rules or network policies for travel
within and outside of their AS, and traffic will flow accordingly.
Some of the most important BGP routers for the Internet live on
the edge of each AS, maintaining routing tables with IP prefixes
paired with AS paths to direct packets in transit, along with a
routing information base (RIB) containing information from internal
and external peers that updates as “travel” conditions along a given
path change. From there, BGP data allows routers to decide on the
best next hop based on current reachability, hop counts, and even an
organization’s own preferences when multiple paths are available.
Where BGP data comes in handy is in giving IT visibility into the
high-level networks and Autonomous Systems that an app may
traverse on it’s path to delivery. With more and more companies
leveraging some component of direct Internet access (DIA), they
readily understand the first network their apps will encounter
(their local ISP). But they lack insight into peering relationships,
route changes, and abnormal network conditions that could
lead to network degradation beyond their firewall. For example,
when monitoring the WAN, IT needs smart alerting that detects
macro-level AS route updates that indicate peering changes but
suppresses route changes that occur within a single ISP when
they don’t correlate with network issues.
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BGP and network performance monitoring

While teams may have basic, binary insight into whether an app has been
successfully delivered from one end of the network to the other, for instance,
they won’t necessarily be able to identify all of the handoffs between ISPs and
other network owners. This would leave enterprise IT blind to the owner of a
degraded hop, for instance, and unable to make appropriate reparations. This
problem is compounded when an enterprise IT team has to manage hundreds
of global locations where they are not familiar with typical ISP connections or
peering relationships.
This is all yet another layer of visibility that teams need—both locally and
globally—to suss out factors that contribute to performance degradation for
their end users. Because the internet is really a “network of networks,” there isn’t
one master ISP that can control or manage all of the traffic. BGP data sheds a
light on the consortium of players who makeup the internet, delivering context
teams need to identify the root cause of performance degradations. When
combined with active monitoring data, BGP correlation can illuminate upstream
providers that companies may not be aware of or network bottlenecks that are
masked by peering relationships.

Where BGP data comes
in handy is in giving IT
visibility into the highlevel networks and
Autonomous Systems
that an app may
traverse on it’s path
to delivery.
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How AppNeta Does it
AppNeta’s Route Visualization tool helps brings IT the big picture where network performance is involved. This feature
allows users to see how DNS, content delivery networks, and BGP work together to deliver content to users. Importantly,
users can quickly identify when things aren’t working as expected and drill down to the cause.
The Route Visualization’s BGP data lets users see the networks (Autonomous Systems) that Layer 3 hops belong to. Each
network is collapsed for easy viewing to start but users can drill down to the hop level and back again with one click.
SOME OF THE SPECIFIC BGP MONITORING FEATURES OF THE PLATFORM INCLUDE:
BGP AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OVERLAY to show public networks traversed between office locations and the
applications in use. This is based on BGP routing data so that it responds to real-time changes in routing.
POWERFUL SEARCH CAPABILITY that allows instant comparison of routing across many locations and
multiple applications. Users can quickly isolate what apps or locations are affected and what routers and
networks they have in common.
VIEWING OF ROUTES OVER TIME, which allows IT to analyze the effect of routing changes by showing all
routes active in the selected time window, not just one by one.
UP TO A YEAR OF ROUTING HISTORY to help users identify long term changes, degradation, or isolate
intermittent issues.
EASY TRACING AND INSPECTION OF ROUTES using the data bar and easy navigation of active routes using
the time cursor lets IT quickly identify points of failure across varied, complex routes.
These features allow users to keep an eye on both their local ISPs and the transit carriers for all business-critical applications
and office locations. This means IT can access at-a-glance, carrier-level information without the need to be a BGP expert.
It all comes down to the fact that teams can’t do anything to resolve issues that they can’t see. At the end of the day,
keeping tabs on BGP is yet another layer of visibility that is essential to teams tasked with keeping their enterprise
network running smoothly. Simply monitor the critical applications from all your locations and AppNeta will show you if
and when they’re impacted by routing problems.

To learn more about how AppNeta takes a comprehensive
approach to network performance monitoring that puts the
end-user first, read our whitepaper, “Three Essential Pillars of
Comprehensive Performance Monitoring.”

ABOUT APPNETA
AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With
AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical cloud
application performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest corporations
in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers.
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